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THIRD INTERNATIONAL WINTER  SCHOOL IN JEWISH 
STUDIES 

“History and Memory in Judaism: The Greek Case” 
for Master- and PhD students 

Netherlands Institute at Athens 
4 – 11 January 2019 

 

The University of Amsterdam, King’s College London and the Open University of Israel are 
happy to present the third edition of the International Winter School in Jewish Studies. MA 
and PhD students from the Netherlands, Great Britain and Israel will participate in this 
thought provoking programme, which contains theoretical lectures on the topic of ‘History 
and Memory’, deals extensive with the history of Greek Jewry, and includes a number of 
exclusive and highly interesting site visits to synagogues, Jewish cemeteries and museums.  
 
The Winter School is happy to announce that five MA or PhD students enrolled in one of the 
Greek universities could participate freely in the entire programme. Students from various 
disciplines – history, literature, anthropology, theology etc. – are kindly invited to apply 
before 10 December 2018. 
 
History and Memory 
Jewish history spans no less than three thousand years. Yet before the nineteenth century, 
writing history was not a central part of Jewish religious and cultural life; only under certain 
conditions was historiography produced. This does not mean, however, that Jews lacked 
historical consciousness. This was reflected and expressed in ritualized or liturgical 
remembrances and in (local or global) re-enactments of past events. 
Since the rise of ‘memory studies’ such dealings with the past have been categorized as 
products of ‘collective memory’ and ‘memory cultures’. While the theme of ‘history and 
memory’ has been widely studied in the humanities and social sciences, the Jewish case 
remains especially enlightening. On the one hand, Jews formed – in the words of Emanuel 
Le Roy Ladurie – a vibrant ‘memory culture’, while on the other they went through dynamic 
historical events. 
The Winter School will study the theoretical aspects of ‘history and memory’ and apply 
them to the field of Jewish studies. The case of Greece aptly serves this purpose: Jewish life 
in Greece, and Hellenistic Judaism in general, cover more than 2,000 years of history, and 
have left important, highly varied, traces in Jewish memory. Moreover, the Greek case also 
allows us to study how non-Jewish societies remembered Jews and Jewish history, e.g. in 
post-Shoah contexts. In this year’s Winter School, the cities of Athens and Thessaloniki will 
be used as laboratories for testing the theoretical ideas that have been introduced and 
discussed in the lectures, seminars and havruta.  
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Aims and added value 

1. The main aim of the Winter School is to develop insight and research skills in Jewish 

Studies through a paradigmatic subject.  

2. The students will learn how to formulate a research question and strategy, and how 

to execute an analysis of primary and/or secondary sources as the basis for writing a 

research report.  

3. A substantial part of the course will be devoted to the interaction between study of 

sources and the analysis of geography, material culture and the arts, by combining 

lectures, havruta-sessions, and professionally guided excursions.  

4. The students will develop a concrete knowledge of a specific diachronic and 

synchronic theme, in this case, History and Memory. 

5. The students will gain this knowledge under the supervision of international experts 

at the crossroads of philosophy, cultural history, religious studies and anthropology. 

6. A final added value is the networking opportunities between Greek, British, Israeli 

and Dutch faculty and students. 

 
Requirements 
Position paper (20%): Before the beginning of the course, each participant hands in a 
position paper (ca. 1500 words) in which the assigned literature is discussed and related to 
the student’s own research interest.  
Deadline: 2 January 2019. Mail a copy of your paper to b.t.wallet@uva.nl  
Final paper (80%): Following the Winter School each student writes a final paper (5000 
words), based on the student’s own research question, which summarizes and reflects upon 
the programme’s lectures, excursions and literature. The results of each individual research 
project should be analysed from the broader perspective of the Winter School. 
Deadline: 1 February 2019. 
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